By SAGEBRUSH (p.2,1:56.2; 3,1:53.1; 1:49) ($646,967) by Western Hanover (p.3,1:50.4) and Nihilator (m, Cole Muffler) ($181,841). Dam of 11 foals, 9 winners, including:

- **KISS OF LIFE** (p.1:49) Western Hanover (p.3,1:50.4; 3,1:53; 1:49) ($646,967) by Western Hanover (p.4,1:53). Dam of 72 foals older than 2, 26 in 2:00; 18 in 1:58 including NUTS& BOLTS (p.4,1:58h), THE SLEAZY PRINCESS (m) (p.4,1:59; 1:52; 2:00h), DEE DEE SAGE (m) (p.4,1:59; 2:05; 2:07; 1:54h) and HOSTESS LISA (m) (p.4,1:51h) ($181,841). etc. 2015 two-year-olds include SAGEBRUSH SID (p.2,1:55.4), SARA'S TERROR (m) (p.2,1:55.4), ART ANGEL BASH (m) (p.2,1:56.3h), HSLB MICHELLE (m) (p.2,2:01.1h), etc.

1st Dam

- **KISE OF LIFE** (p.3,1:52; $130,980) by Cole Muffler (p.4,1:57h; 3,1:53.4) 8 wins. At 3, winner Grandma Ann S. (elim.) at Balmoral; second in American-National S. (elim.; 3rd in $250,000 Final); and Wendy Slapper S. at Balmoral. At 4, race timed 1:51. Dam of 11 foals; 4 winners. Dam of:
  - **RENEWAL ROCK** (p.3,1:52.2; 3,1:52.2) (m, Rocknroll Hanover) ($53,550). 9 wins. At 2, race timed 1:54.3. At 3, winner Lexington LC (leg; third in leg). Now 5, racing and a multiple winner.

2nd Dam

- **BROADWAY ELITE** (p.2,1:56.2) (m, Cole Muffler) ($256,202). 16 wins. At 2, winner Orange & Blue (elim.) and Grandma Ann S. Cons., 10 in 2:00. Dam of 3 foals; 2 winners. Dam of:
  - **R M Gee** (p.3,1:54.1) ($84,467) by Western Hanover (p.3,1:50.4; 3,1:53; 1:49) ($646,967) by Western Hanover (p.4,1:53). Dam of 72 foals older than 2, 26 in 2:00; 18 in 1:58 including NUTS& BOLTS (p.4,1:58h), THE SLEAZY PRINCESS (m) (p.4,1:59; 1:52; 2:00h), DEE DEE SAGE (m) (p.4,1:59; 2:05; 2:07; 1:54h) and HOSTESS LISA (m) (p.4,1:51h) ($181,841). etc. 2015 two-year-olds include SAGEBRUSH SID (p.2,1:55.4), SARA'S TERROR (m) (p.2,1:55.4), ART ANGEL BASH (m) (p.2,1:56.3h), HSLB MICHELLE (m) (p.2,2:01.1h), etc.

3rd Dam

- **DEIDRE** (p.2,1:56.2) (m, Cole Muffler) ($120,980). 8 wins. At 2, winner Orange & Blue S. Cons., IL State Fair S. (elim.) and Illinois Governors Cup; second in IL State Fair S. and Cardinal S. (elim.); third in Final IL State Fair S. and Cardinal S. (elim.); race timed 1:57.4f. At 3, second in Preferred at Charleston; race timed 1:52.4. Now 4, racing and a multiple winner.

4th Dam

- **SISTER PIPPA** (p.2,1:56.2) (m, Cole Muffler) ($127,138). 6 wins. At 2, race timed 1:58. At 3, seasonal earnings of $108,586 and winner of $188,000 Pete Langley Memorial, Grey Ghost S. at Indiana Downs and ILFS; second in ILBS at Maywood; third in IL State Fair S. Cons., 10 in 2:00. Dam of 5 foals, 4 winners. Dam of:
  - **ISOBA S.** (p.3,1:57.1h, $8,490). 2 wins.

5th Dam

- **CG FALSE ALARM** (p.3,1:58.1f ($14,630). 2 wins. At 2, second in ISOBA S. Dam of:
  - **REVIVAL ROCK** (p.2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.1 ($297,100). 23 wins. At 4, winner elim. and Final Robb Ranger S. (elim.); second in IL Governor's Cup (elim.), leg and Final Robb Ranger S.; third in American-National S. At 8, 26 (11-5-3).

6th Dam

- **GOIN SHOPPIN** (p.3,1:59.2h (m, Cole Muffler) ($8,490). 2 wins.

7th Dam

- **KISS OF LIFE** (p.1:49) Western Hanover (p.3,1:50.4; 3,1:53; 1:49) ($646,967) by Western Hanover (p.4,1:53). Dam of 72 foals older than 2, 26 in 2:00; 18 in 1:58 including NUTS& BOLTS (p.4,1:58h), THE SLEAZY PRINCESS (m) (p.4,1:59; 1:52; 2:00h), DEE DEE SAGE (m) (p.4,1:59; 2:05; 2:07; 1:54h) and HOSTESS LISA (m) (p.4,1:51h) ($181,841). etc. 2015 two-year-olds include SAGEBRUSH SID (p.2,1:55.4), SARA'S TERROR (m) (p.2,1:55.4), ART ANGEL BASH (m) (p.2,1:56.3h), HSLB MICHELLE (m) (p.2,2:01.1h), etc.

8th Dam

- **BROADWAY ROSEMARIE** (p.2,1:56.2) (m, Cole Muffler) ($207,738). 16 wins. At 2, winner Orange & Blue S. Cons., IL State Fair S. (elim.) and Illinois Governors Cup; second in IL State Fair S. and Cardinal S. (elim.); third in Final Cardinal S. Sarah Meyers; S. and ILFS. At 3, 19 (14-0-3) and winner elim. and Final Cardinal S. el. and Final IL. State Fair S. 2 legs and Final Master Shown Series. Dudley Hanover S., SOLOA S. at Hawthorne, Maryland Pace (elim.), Poplar Byn S. and Peter Langley Cons. third in American-National S. At 8, 26 (11-5-3).

9th Dam

- **DEIDRE** (p.2,1:58.4h; 3,1:56.4 (g, Cole Muffler) ($14,104). 3 wins. At 2, winner Downstate Classic; third in American-National S. At 3, 1:49 (g, Cole Muffler) ($120,980). 8 wins. As above.

10th Dam

- **NO DOUBT** (p.3,1:53.3f. 8 wins. At 3, winner Grandma Ann S. (elim.) at Balmoral; second in American-National S. (elim.; 3rd in $250,000 Final); and Wendy Slapper S. at Balmoral. At 4, race timed 1:51.

11th Dam

- **BAY FILLY; Foaled March 29, 2014; Brand 0MA35** Illinois Eligible

Consigned by Farrier's Acres, Arcola, IL, Agent for Kurt Becker

---

**ENGLAGMENTS**

Illinois conceived & foaled - Downstate Classic - Great Midwest Pace